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IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING.

Your Flippi has a polarized plug. (One blade is wider than the other.) To reduce the risk of electrical
shock, this plug is intended to fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in
the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not attempt to
defeat this safety feature.
WARNING – To reduce the risk of fire or electrical shock, do not use this product with any solid
state speed control device. To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock and injury to persons, do not
use in a window.
WARNING – This is a fan - not a toy and not intended for children. To reduce the risk of personal
injury and electric shock, the Flippi fan should not be used, operated or placed where children can
reach it.
This product employs overload protection (fuse). A blown fuse indicates an overload or shortcircuit situation. If the fuse blows, unplug the product from the outlet. Replace the fuse as per the
user servicing instructions (follow product marking for proper fuse rating) and check the product.
If the replacement fuse blows, a short-circuit may be present and the product should be discarded
or returned to an authorized service facility for examination and/or repair.
 Do unplug your Flippi before cleaning.
 Do clean your Vornado Flippi regularly. Refer to the CLEANING instructions provided. Never
clean the air circulator in any manner other than as instructed in this manual.
 Do use common sense when using this product and/or any electrical appliance.
 Do use caution when positioning this product on an elevated surface, as vibrations or accidental
bumping may cause the fan to unexpectedly fall.
 Do Not use gasoline, thinners, solvents, ammonias or other chemicals for cleaning.
 Do Not immerse this product in water or allow water to drip into the motor housing.
 Do Not use near furnaces, fireplaces, stoves or other high-temperature heat sources.
 Do Not position this product too close to draperies because they may be drawn into the rear
grill, cutting off airflow.
 Do Not use this product outdoors.
 Do Not use this product on wet surfaces.
 Do Not use this product in a bathtub or shower.
 Do Not operate any fan with a damaged cord or plug. Discard fan or return to an authorized
service facility for examination and/or repair.
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 Do Not carry this product by the cord, or use the cord as a handle.
 Do Not attempt to repair or replace parts.
 Do Not run cord under carpeting. Do not cover cord with throw rugs, runners, or similar
coverings. Do not route cord under furniture or appliances. Arrange cord away from traffic area
and where it will not be tripped over.
 Do Not operate the fan while closed in the nested position as it will not circulate the air.

User Servicing Instructions

Grasp plug and remove from the receptacle or other outlet device. Do not unplug by pulling on
cord. Open fuse cover (A.) by sliding access cover on top of attachment plug towards blades.
Remove fuse carefully (B.) by gently prying out the ends of the fuse from the receptacle.
Risk of fire. Replace fuse only with 2.5 Amp, 125 Volt fuse. Contact Vornado customer service for
replacement fuse. Phone: 1-800-234-0604, email: consumerservice@vornado.com
Install replacement fuse (C.) by first placing the end of the fuse into the fuse receptacle which is
opposite of the blades of the plug, then carefully push in the other end. Only push against the
metal end of the fuse, not the glass center portion. Close the fuse access cover (D.) by sliding
the cover back into the plug until it is completely closed, latches and is flush with the face of the
plug. Risk of fire. Do not replace attachment plug. Contains a safety device (fuse, AFCI, LCDI) that
should not be removed. Discard product if the attachment plug is damaged.

A.

B.

C.

D.

WARNING: Changes or modifications to this unit not expressly approved by the party responsible
for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.
Note: This equipment may generate, use and/or radiate radio frequency energy that may cause
harmful interference to radio communications. If this equipment does cause harmful interference
to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on,
the user is encouraged to contact Vornado Consumer Service at 1-800-234-0604.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
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How To Use
Your Flippi™ air circulator is completely assembled and ready for immediate use. Simply
plug in your Flippi and enjoy its cooling effect. Thanks to Flippi’s small size and easy use, it
can be used to provide a cool breeze in almost any space. Flippi was engineered to provide
just the right amount of air, either directed at you to create a nice breeze, or away from you
to create swirling currents of air, rejuvenating your personal space.
Fan Speed
Your Flippi comes with two speed settings; set to “I” for Low speed, “II” for
High speed and “O” for Off. Select the speed that gives you just the right
amount of air, from a whisper quiet gentle breeze to a powerful rush of air.
Oscillation
Model V8 has oscillation for more airflow possibilities. Oscillation on the V8
can be turned On or Off with the rocker switch on the back of the base of
the unit. Press (I) to turn oscillation On and (O) to turn oscillation Off.
Direct Airflow
The power head can be adjusted to various angles for additional airflow
options. For a clean and unobtrusive look when not in use, the head can be
pointed straight down into the “nested” position. Do not operate the fan
when in the nested position, as no air will be circulated.

Care and Maintenance

The motor is permanently lubricated and requires no oiling. Because your Flippi moves air
it will require regular cleaning. Be sure to unplug the unit prior to cleaning. To clean, wipe
off with a soft cloth, or vacuum the outside surfaces. The fan has no user serviceable parts
inside and cannot be opened for cleaning.
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Warranty
Vornado Air LLC • 3 Year Limited Warranty
Vornado Air LLC (“Vornado”) warrants to the original consumer or purchaser this
Vornado® Flippi™ (“Product”) is free from defects in material or workmanship for a
period of three (3) years from the date of purchase. If any such defect is discovered
within the warranty period, Vornado, at its discretion, will repair or replace the Product
at no cost. Repairs not covered by the warranty or outside the warranty period will
require a fee to cover the cost of materials, labor, handling and shipping.
This warranty does not apply to defects resulting from abuse of the Product,
modification, alteration, repair or service of the Product by anyone other than
Vornado, mishandling, improper maintenance, commercial use of the Product,
damages which occur in shipment or are attributed to acts of God.
REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT AS PROVIDED UNDER THIS WARRANTY IS THE
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE CONSUMER. VORNADO SHALL NOT BE LIABLE
FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY ON THIS PRODUCT. EXCEPT TO THE
EXTENT PROHIBITED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ON THIS PRODUCT
IS LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential
damages, or allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above
limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal
rights, and you may have other rights that vary from state to state.
For warranty or repair service, call 1-800-234-0604 or email
consumerservice@vornado.com to obtain a Return Authorization (“RA”) form. Please
have or include your Product’s model number and serial number, as well as your
name, address, city, state, zip code and phone number when contacting Vornado for
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Warranty
warranty service. After receiving the RA form, ship your Product to:
Vornado Air LLC
Attn: Warranty & Repair
415 East 13th Street
Andover, KS 67002
For your convenience, please have your model number and serial number when
contacting Vornado with service inquiries. To assure proper handling, packages must
be clearly marked with the RA number. Packages not clearly marked with the RA
number may be refused at the receiving dock. Please allow 1-2 weeks for repair and
return of your Product after the Product is received. For your records: Staple or attach
your original sales receipt to this Owner’s Guide. Please also write your products’s
serial number below (located on product specs decal).
Serial No. ______________________________________
Product registration available online at www.vornado.com
©2015 Vornado Air LLC Andover, KS 67002
Designed, engineered and supported in U.S.A. U.S. Patent D608,437 and CAN
Patent 124,263.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
Vornado® and Flippi™ are trademarks owned by Vornado Air LLC.
www.vornado.com 1-800-234-0604 consumerservice@vornado.com
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